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The Future of Enterprise Management Software Has Arrived.
Companies thrive when they empower their employees to drive results. EMS systems today 

provide a wealth of applications and functions that can sometimes overwhelm the user  
and hinder productivity. S2K Smart Center delivers a configurable web experience that supports 

single sign-on, common navigation, and a common look and feel across our product lines. 
With S2K Smart Center users can configure their screens with the exact applications and information 
that is important to their role which can increase employee productivity, improve collaboration, and 

allow the user to react quickly to business demands.

Responsive Design
Conform to Every Device 
We see the web as the future of Enterprise Computing. The S2K 
Smart Center was built on standards-based technologies such as 
HTML5 and AJAX. Without any special translations, conversions or 
reprogramming, a web app can run on any platform with a modern, 
standards-compliant web 
browser. The screens have 
a Responsive Design that 
will automatically resize to 
the specific device, whether 
that is a desktop, laptop, 
tablet, or any mobile device.

Cloud Based
Anytime, Anywhere Access
One of the great benefits of this new web interface is that it 
allows us to deploy a true Cloud based solution. Organizations 
are increasingly adopting cloud offerings for critical business 
operations. As more 
consumers and businesses 
adopt tools such as smart 
phones and tablets, the 
ability to host data in the 
cloud and access it from 
just about anywhere on the 
planet is quickly becoming 
vital. S2K Smart Center will 
now allow our customers 
multiple options for their 
infrastructure including  
on-premise servers, platform as  
a service, or software as a service.

Configurable
Complete Role Based Usability

With S2K Smart Center you can create a personalized environment 
that contains any of our EMS applications. In addition, the user can 
configure their homepage with a wide variety of application specific 
portlets that best suit the 
user’s role. Portlets come 
in many different forms 
and provide access to 
information from  
all S2K Enterprise 
applications. By having 
immediate access to 
important information 
without ever having to 
leave your homepage, users can  
be more productive and react to  
business issues faster.

Collaborative
Increase Your Productivity

Business process automation was also a key component behind 
S2K Smart Center. It all starts with a company-wide notification 
system that allows every user to monitor daily tasks and business 
alerts. From any application, 
a user can create a task 
and assign that task to any 
employee. From the S2K 
Smart Center home screen 
the user will see all the 
daily tasks that have been 
assigned to them. In addition, 
workflow alerts can be 
viewed from the home screen 
to notify the user of business issues that  
require immediate attention.
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Enterprise Management Software for Finance

General Ledger 
S2K General Ledger application is the heart of the S2K Financial Management suite. 

This multi-faceted financial software: 

• Combines recurring entries, general journal entries, and collects data from the
 other S2K Enterprise applications, resulting in a comprehensive database for all
 financial analysis
• Maintains audit trails of all transactions allowing drill down from the ledger entry
 to the original transaction details
• Runs monthly and interim financial statements
• Details current, historical, and budget data for comparative reporting
• Includes a bank reconciliation option that has many advanced features
• Supports intercompany transactions and consolidated reporting  
S2K General Ledger Software includes a report writer program that offers many
valuable functions including:

• A flexible vehicle for constructing and creating balance sheets, profit and loss
 statements, departmental budget reports with period comparisons
• Access to data and reports can be secured by user identification
• User ability to print saved reports or view them on screen
• A spreadsheet export option which allows authorized users to move data to a
 spreadsheet program for unparalleled report flexibility

Accounts Payable
S2K Accounts Payable Software gives you control over every aspect of the
management of your expenditures. It turns the tedious and time-consuming process
into a manageable piece of your corporate puzzle. Count on S2K Accounts Payable
Software to:

• Maintain complete vendor information, including unlimited contacts, e-mail
 addresses, remit addresses and purchase order addresses
• Define general ledger accounts and pre-set distribution percentages per vendor
• Add new vendors and general ledger accounts on the fly during transaction entry
• Allow flexible payment terms, including number of days, day of month, end of
 month, end of next month, and split terms
• Provide powerful inquiries that offer instant access to information including
 vendor invoices, debit memos, credit memos and payments
• Enable you to view or print detailed purchase journals as well as open accruals  
 on demand

Users can create one-time vendor vouchers or recurring vouchers. One-time vendor
invoices can be flagged for 1099 payment history, making the process less “taxing.”
Recurring vouchers can be pre-set to load monthly. In addition, integrated job costing
allows you to allocate and track expenses to a specific job and cost code. 
S2K Accounts Payable Software will save you time and money. Some benefits you  
can expect: 

• Purchase order and landed cost price verification that allows you to match
 invoices to receipts and landed cost charges for verification and posting
• Automatic tolerance levels can be set to flag buyers, through conditional e-mails,
 if invoice discrepancies exist
• Flexible payment processing options including automatic and manual payment
 selections, handwritten check processing, and wire transfers
• Features that allow you to take advantage of vendor terms and better control  
 your expenses

The tools you need 
A successful EMS implementation
begins and ends with solid accounting
software functionality. S2K Financial
Management Software gives you the
tools needed to process your day-to-day
financial transactions, improve cash
flow with tighter controls over payables,
receivables and inventory while reducing
reaction time to business cycle changes.
At the center of the system is the S2K
General Ledger application that allows
the processing and analysis of financial
accounting data posted from all the
integrated modules. With the S2K Report
Writer you can easily create multiple
styles of customized financial statements
for use in reporting to banks, division
managers, etc. Financial Statements can
be consolidated for multiple companies,
or multiple divisions. S2K Financial
Management Software provides you with
a real-time in-depth look at your business’
performance and overall financial health.

”We estimate that S2K has reaped accounting staff time savings of over 50%. Additionally, the combination 
 of real-time inventory, cycle counting and RF devices has yielded negligible inventory variances.”
      — Macy Bergoon, Director of Supply Chain, Dorcy International, Columbus, OH
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Accounts Receivable 
S2K Accounts Receivable Software is specifically designed
to help your company effectively manage cash flow and
customer data issues. This easy-to-use application enables you
to effortlessly track every aspect of your receivables in  
real-time. S2K Accounts Receivable Software provides benefits that 
go beyond cash flow and customer data management.
Our software continually identifies delinquent accounts to
assist your credit department in controlling receivables and
reducing bad debt. S2K Accounts Receivable Software is  
easy to customize, providing you with choices every step of  
the way. This innovative application offers valuable  
advantages including: 

• Daily aging of customer balances so statements can be
 printed, e-mailed or faxed on demand
• Selective or global application of finance charges
• Ability to choose paying commissions based on booked
 sales or paid invoices
• Global aging of accounts sorted by aging bucket, highest
 dollar amount, or oldest balance 

• Credit managers can review their specific accounts, enter
 collection notes, schedule follow-up calls, review held
 orders and flag disputed invoices
• Complete customer information including open invoices,
 payment history, check history, credit information, open
 orders and sales history

Fixed Assets 
With S2K Fixed Assets Software, it’s easy and cost effective
to manage the complete fixed assets life cycle. The software
helps to eliminate redundant data entry, increase accuracy
and reduce costs. It enables accounting professionals to
gain a solid foundation for all fixed assets and depreciation
management. Processes are automated, management is
streamlined and reporting delivers the insight you need to
make informed management decisions. With comprehensive
depreciation calculations for financial reporting, companies
can effectively manage every step of the fixed asset life cycle,
from acquisition to disposal.

Enterprise Management Software for Finance (Continued)
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Enterprise Management Software for Distribution
Today, distributors must offer a broader product mix and meet increasingly sophisticated demands from more suppliers and customers. 
Establishing and maintaining customer loyalty is more difficult than ever. Increased competition is squeezing revenue, profits, and margins, 
making it harder to ensure profitability. Distributors require powerful, yet easy-to-use information systems to help them enrich customer 
service, reduce costs, and improve the quality of their decision making. S2K Distribution Management Software provides practical strategies 
to help  distributors cut costs, generate new revenue streams and enhance efficiency throughout their organization.

Customer Orders 
S2K Distribution Management Software includes a powerful order processing system that offers complete drill-down access to customer 
and item information. 

Inventory Management 
S2K Inventory Management Software gives you the powerful features you need to effectively and efficiently handle all your inventory 
processes. With our inventory management application you have complete inventory control; you can track shipments, inventory 
adjustments and receipts with item inquiries that provide stock status with drill down to transaction details. Easy access to inventory 
information enables you to find extensive product data, landed cost factors, purchasing formula data, pricing, and processing flags for each 
item. These features are designed for improving customer service and satisfaction.

S2K Inventory Management Software makes searching easy because you can define fields to track product specifications. You can also 
link substitute and complementary items to improve fill rates and encourage upselling. Multiple units of measure can be established with 
conversion factors for each item. Separate bar codes for each unit of measure make it easy to track movement of product in the warehouse. 
Serial number and lot control features provide complete tracking and historical data. With S2K Inventory Management Software, distributors 
can utilize the latest inventory reordering formulas and calculate reorder points based on historical or forecasted usage, vendor lead times, 
and seasonal trends or demand.

At the touch of a key: Sales Analysis/Forecasting
S2K Sales Analysis Software enables a more strategic 
approach to sales and inventory management. Users 
can quickly identify profitable or unprofitable customers 
and items and improve vendor and customer relations 
based on volume, cost, and profitability. Sales Analysis 
can help identify the inventory items that represent 
the greatest percentage of your sales volume; it can 
prioritize customers and help you manage inventory 
stock levels. You can review monthly sales by 
salesperson, and determine which customers they 
are selling to, what items or class of items they are 
selling the most, and at what gross profit percent. 
Sales forecasts are a common and essential tool used 
for business planning. As a starting point, the S2K 
Forecasting application analyzes previous sales data by 
location, division, class, item, customer, and salesman. 
Using this data, multiple forecasting techniques are 
then applied to predict future sales patterns. Users can 
then adjust the forecast to accommodate factors that 
cannot be measured or forecasted.

• Access stock status  
 information across all  
 locations and automate  
 transfer requests

• View substitutions,  
 complementary items, and  
 sales history

• Create orders easily from 
 past sales history or customer  
 shopping list screens

• Increase order totals by  
 upselling promotional items

• Schedule follow-up activity  
 and track customer  
 communications

• View detailed shipping  
 information, including carton  
 contents and tracking  
 numbers

www.ucgtechnologies.com
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Purchasing 
S2K Purchasing application automates your demand planning,
purchasing, and ordering process to optimize buying power
across different product lines and multiple warehouses. You
can maximize your buyers’ efficiency, enabling them to spend
more time on profit-oriented tasks such as reducing dead stock
inventory, increasing customer fill rates, negotiating pricing
with suppliers, and reviewing product mix. The S2K Purchasing
application offers a variety of tools and capabilities; including:

• Enhanced suggested purchasing programs that calculate
 three methods of suggested inventory replenishment:
 Economic Order Quantity (EOQ), Minimum/Maximum
 values, and Buy Line (Vendor Targets)
• A comprehensive Purchasing Suggestion Manager
 dashboard that allows buyers to review calculated order
 discounts to determine which level will yield the most
 favorable cost per dollar, check usage history, create an
 overstock transfer, adjust lead time, and much more  

• A powerful ‘What If’ modeling tool allowing the user to
 simulate different scenarios to determine the effect to
 the purchase of an item 
• On-the-water cargo tracking features that allow buyers
 to track and receive product by container
• Landed cost options that allow users to roll up freight,
 duty, and other landed cost charges by item weight,
 cost, cubic measure, or quantity
• Purchase order and landed cost price verification that
 allows users to match invoices and landed cost charges
 to receipts for verification and posting. Full support for
 foreign currency
• Automatic tolerance levels that can be set to flag buyers
 through conditional e-mails

Enterprise Management Software for Distribution (Continued)
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Enterprise Management Software (EMS) for Manufacturing
Manufacturing Work Orders 
S2K Manufacturing Software provides a powerful easy to use work order
processing application to address all aspects of the creation of a manufacturing
order. It supports multiple bill of material (BOM) for one finished item. In addition to
multiple engineering and production revisions, users can configure the BOM using
unlimited features and options directly from order processing. Work order processing
allows companies to generate orders to stock, made to order (MTO), or planned orders
all from one screen. Order status screens allow inquiry into orders with shortages,
material commitments, and show the effect on scheduling, and many other functions.
S2K Manufacturing Software also includes a production costing application that
closes the loop of manufacturing and accounting. It posts production costs to the
General Ledger for inclusion in financial statements. Manufacturing variances are
calculated for material, labor, and overhead. Extensive management reporting includes
standard vs. actual analysis, material variances, scrap reporting, labor efficiencies, and
more. The result is a top-level overview of production efficiency.

Material Requirements Planning 
Managing sufficient material levels is one of the most critical and time-consuming
aspects of manufacturing. S2K Material Requirements Planning (MRP) Software
reduces purchasing and scheduling problems and speeds up the work process. This
powerful yet easy to use application helps purchasing and production managers
analyze current and future material and distribution requirements while enabling
more effective planning.

MRP Software is tightly integrated with the Customer Orders, Inventory, Sales Analysis
(Forecasting), Purchasing, and Manufacturing modules of S2K Enterprise and is
sensitive to company and plant specific criteria. It analyzes the existing stock status of
all raw materials and finished goods helping the user determine precisely when and
how much material should be purchased or manufactured based on a time-phased
analysis of sales orders, production orders, purchase orders, current inventory levels,
and forecasts. Demand analysis can be viewed daily, weekly, or monthly.

Shop Floor Control 
S2K Manufacturing Software features a Shop Floor Control system to record both
material and labor usage on the shop floor.

The system’s data collection device options support both hand held scanners as well
as RF devices. Seamless integration of components allows you to monitor and carry
out business in real-time. This functionality will immediately update a manufacturing
order’s requirements planning in order to determine available capacity at a given
department / work center / machine. 

Product Quality 
S2K Product Quality Software easily integrates with our Inventory, Purchasing, and
Shop Floor Control manufacturing software solutions. Product Quality Software allows
you to track user defined tests, results, and the disposition of an item throughout the
manufacturing process.

Maximize  
profitability,
minimize costs 
Manufacturers face demanding 
supply chain challenges.   
They must manage relationships 
with globally dispersed suppliers; 
operate internal production facilities, 
each with its own set of capabilities 
and limitations; and deal with long 
production cycle times coupled 
with demands to respond to 
market conditions in real-time. S2K 
Manufacturing Software provides a 
suite of manufacturing applications 
to help you minimize costs, maximize 
profitability, and open new markets.

www.ucgtechnologies.com
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Within manufacturing, quality tests can be required upon 
completion or following specific production steps. In addition to the 
historical storage of this data, the S2K Product Quality Software 
can produce a certificate (C of A) indicating all tests performed 
including individual test results. With the S2K Product Quality 
Module you’ll gain valuable data you can use to track and improve 
quality control at all points of the manufacturing process.

Capacity Requirements Planning 
S2K Capacity Requirements Planning (CRP) Software helps
to determine your company’s ability to meet manufacturing
demand. Users can view soft, firm, planned, and suggested
demand, providing the data for a detailed analysis of actual,
projected, and suggested capacity requirements.
Capacity Requirements Planning provides the summary
information you need to spot situations where capacity is
short or long, enabling you to shift production and manage 
resources efficiently. Multiple views allow you to analyze
machine, work center, and department capacities. Extensive
capabilities exist to drill down into detailed scheduling data
including orders making up the demand, as well as  

analysis of bottlenecks. Alternate routings allow automatic 
calculation of “available to promise” (ATP) dates for easy 
bottleneck resolution.

Finite Scheduling 
The S2K Finite Scheduling program creates a finite capacity
schedule based on the planned capacity reflected in the
shop calendar for each department / work center / machine.
By establishing rules for each production facility, the Finite
Scheduler will generate a schedule of orders in the desired
sequence using a finite forward method. The rules may include
virtually any field in the system (due date, priority, user defined
fields, etc.), and may be sequenced by the users, allowing them
to consider efficiencies in sequencing operations to minimize
setup time and maximize resource capacity.

Enterprise Management Software for Manufacturing (Continued)
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Enterprise Management Software (EMS) for Retail  

S2K Retail Management Software leverages innovative technology to create an
integrated retail enterprise solution. For speciality retailers of all sizes, we provide
store solutions that can help increase sales and reduce costs. Technologies that ensure
the safety and security of customer information and transactions, while speeding
customers through checkout, go a long way toward gaining customer trust,
confidence, satisfaction, and, thus, higher customer retention rates.

To operate a sustainable business, you don’t need shoppers, you need customers.
With S2K Retail Management Software your frequent shoppers will appreciate the
loyalty programs, rechargeable gift cards, and A/R charge accounts built into the
retail software. When you know who your customers are and what they’re buying,
you can use S2K CRM to create meaningful marketing campaigns that target the right
customers with the right incentives.

Integrated e-Commerce
S2K Retail Management Software integrates with S2K e-Commerce to provide an  
easy-to-use e-business application synced with your brick-and-mortar retail locations.
S2K Retail Management Software is designed to meet the evolving merchandise and
service expectations of today’s cross-channel shoppers and the business requirements
of the most demanding retail environments, with rapid return on investment, low cost
of ownership, and a single point of accountability. 

Benefits of an integrated e-Commerce system:

• One retail software package to manage your retail stores, warehouses, and
 e-Commerce sites will save you time and money

• Reporting and management tools accurately reflect the sales history of your
 entire business, not just your retail stores

• Purchasing decisions for your business are based on your complete inventory  
 picture, including online sales

• Automatically set up customer accounts online and give your customers one more
 way to shop with you

• Integrated marketing tools such as e-mail newsletters and promotional discounts
 help you keep in touch with customers

• Allow shoppers to view their history online, including online purchases as well  
 as those made in your brick-and-mortar stores

• Allows A/R customers to shop with you online with the same billing options,  
 credit limits, and account holds that you use in your brick-and-mortar stores

S2K Retail Benefits: 
• Automatically calculate and create
 restocking orders, special orders, and
 direct shipments

• Get up-to-the-minute sales reports for
 the day, week, month, or year

• Eliminate long checkout lines so
 customers will appreciate a quicker,
 more accurate checkout experience

• Integrated credit card processing and
 high-speed credit card authorizations
 via an Internet gateway

• Loyalty programs to encourage repeat
 business and higher ticket averages

“With S2K technology, we’ve significantly enhanced our inventory accuracy, enabling us to increase sales 
  and improve uptime across all 62 retail stores during the busiest—and most important—time of year.”
         — Mike Koocher, CIO, Phantom Fireworks, Youngstown, OH

www.ucgtechnologies.com
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Enterprise Management Software (EMS) for Warehouse 

Is your warehouse keeping pace in supply 
chain management? 

The Challenge 
Inventory accuracy and visibility, rising costs, customer demands, global  
competition, and e-Commerce are some of the key challenges facing today’s  
warehouse. Smart companies understand that a well-integrated ERP solution,  
directly tied to an efficient warehouse, can greatly enhance productivity with the  
added benefit of eliminating waste. 

The S2K Warehouse Solution 
S2K Warehouse integrates warehouse, inventory, distribution, and logistics
operations to provide increased productivity, enhanced visibility, improved agility and
comprehensive asset management. By implementing the latest technologies in your
warehouse you can significantly improve warehouse operations, streamline employee
movements, and maintain a high level of customer satisfaction. 

 

Technology solutions include:
Distribution 
By using S2K WMS to automate the picking and shipping process, distributors can
locate and pick items more efficiently and accurately, expediting the fulfillment
process. This results in greater throughput, increased inventory turns, better on-time
delivery, and reduced expedited freight costs.

Manufacturing
Transferring accurate data from the warehouse and the shop floor to your enterprise
application in an efficient manner is a never-ending challenge. By automating
component tracking and put-aways with S2K WMS, you can process material issues for
production more efficiently. Access to accurate, up-to-the-minute views of inventory
allows you to hold only what you need when you need it, reducing carrying costs.

Retail 
Using technology to assist in quickly moving products between your warehouse and your stores 
helps save time and increase productivity. With S2K WMS, you can reduce congestion on the 
stockroom floor by knowing exactly where inventory is located. By automating the store delivery 
processes, retailers can quickly deliver goods and manage inventory more efficiently.

Features Include: 
• RF & Voice Picking
• Order Manager Dashboard
• Route Manager Dashboard
• Conveyor / Chute Processing
• Truck Routing / Load Management
• Pallet Processing
• RF Physical Counting
• RF Bin / Pallet Cycle Counting
• Warehouse Transfers
• Stock Transactions
• Shipment Verification
• UCC – 128 Labels
• EDI – Advanced Ship Notices
• VICS Bill of Lading
• Vendor Returns Dashboard
• Customer Refusals
• Material Issue Tracking
• Tote Tracking
• Lot & Date Tracking
• Item Substitutions
• Performance Dashboards
• Customizable Reports
• Sales Force Automation
• Mobile Computing
• e-Commerce
• Cloud Technology
and much more!

www.ucgtechnologies.com


Receiving 
An effective receiving process is critical 
in understanding what items are in your 
warehouse, what quantities are available, 
and where they are located. As products are 
received, S2K WMS automatically matches the 
items being received to your purchase order or 
container to verify that the correct items are 
being received. Lots and serial numbers can 
be recorded, and item bar code labels can be 
automatically generated for products without 
bar codes. For bulk receiving, the system can 
print a pallet license plate for easy tracking of 
pallet movements. Using fixed or random bin 
logic, and based on a myriad of user defined 
parameters, the system will then automatically 
assign a put-away location. 

Pickup and Shipping 
For picking and shipping, S2K WMS contains an 
advanced Order Manager module that allows warehouse managers 
to view and release sales orders and warehouse transfer requests 
for either individual or wave picking. It enables users to view selected 
orders and group them for efficient picking based on a wide range 
of sort options.  Once released to the warehouse, this module gives 
warehouse managers the ability to review picking in progress and 
analyze performance by area, zone and picker.

For shipment verification, S2K WMS allows the user to verify the items 
picked against each customer order.  Simply by scanning, the system 
will verify that the correct item and quantity was picked. 

For pick and pack operations, shipment verification allows the user to 
track which items are in a specific box. As each box is filled, the system 
will produce a shipping label that can be scanned and integrated with 
common carrier parcel systems such as UPS Worldship, or FedEx 
so users can track weight, freight charges and tracking numbers. 
Integrated EDI features provide automatic UCC-128 label printing and 
electronic advance ship notices.

Warehouse Transfers
Warehouse transfers can be automatically or manually created 
for both inter-location and inter-company transfers. Suggested 
transfers are based on the usage, transfer lead time, and minimum 
requirements of each location. Use the transfer maintenance program 
within S2K WMS to review suggested transfers and adjust the stock 
allocations for each item by location. Transfers are then released to 
the Order Manager dashboard for picking.

Cycle Counting and Physical Inventory Receiving  
S2K WMS Cycle Counting and Physical Inventory modules provide 
management with tools to control and gauge the accuracy of current 
inventory records. Automatic cycle counting takes place continuously 
based on the cycle class code assigned in the item master file. The 
cycle count process writes transaction records, prints count sheets, 
allows RF-based counting and produces variance reports. Full physical 
inventory counting is supported using wireless terminals or count 
sheets. Detailed inquiries display all counting activity and variances 
reported.

Truck Routing / Load Management 
The S2K Route Manager allows traffic managers to review route 
volumes by date. From the route manager screen users can view  
a route summary, customer totals, and individual customer  
orders. Users can dynamically change stops or merge routes,  
move customers to alternate routes, split shipments, and create 
units-of-work. 

Different delivery operations require different loading strategies. S2K 
Route Manager allows for greater picking efficiencies by offering 
multiple grouping options. Once released for picking, shipping labels 
can be printed for conveyor system identification, and managers can 
track picking progress from the picking dashboard.

10
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Interact with your company 
S2K Enterprise Portal technology enables users to
interact with your company in a personalized way.  
You can give employees, trading partners, and 
customers access to a Web site containing the 
applications and information they need, consolidated 
and organized for easy access and use. They can 
quickly execute transactions across applications 
and collaborate with other portal users to make 
faster decisions. By providing industry-leading 
portal solutions for your business, we can help 
you cut costs and improve employee productivity, 
while strengthening relationships with customers 
and trading partners. This solution leverages IBM 
WebSphere Portal technology to provide document 
management, web content management, and 
collaboration capabilities in a single, easy-to-deploy 
solution.

Commerce Portal 
S2K Commerce Portal provides a real-time “shopping cart”
application and an online product catalog. With it you can
automate and cut costs in repetitive processes, reach a wider market, 
and respond to customer queries quickly and inexpensively.
The lower cost base enables suppliers to price more competitively and 
customers to purchase at lower prices while they enjoy the
benefits of 24/7 online access. 

Customer Portal 
By leveraging the Internet, you can secure relationships with your 
customers by providing more efficient service. This portal enables you 
to provide your customers with the information they want, when they 
want it. In addition to e-Commerce and product catalog information, 
customers can review account information, including summary aging, 
open invoices, and payment history.

EIS Portal 
The Executive Information System (EIS) Portal helps you make better 
business decisions—faster. This portal provides all of your employees 
with critical, timely business information tailored to their specific needs 
enabling them to quickly spot seasonal or recurring trends in your 
business, identify profitable or unprofitable customers and items, and 
improve vendor and customer relations based on volume, cost, and 
profitability.

Supplier Portal 
The Supplier Portal provides your suppliers and partners with the ability 
to actively participate in your supply chain—all from within an Internet 
browser. Using the portal, suppliers can view open purchase orders, 
overdue shipments, receipt history, open invoices, payment history, and 
vendor performance statistics. Supply chain efficiencies are improved 
by enabling suppliers to provide shipment quantities, delivery dates, and 
advanced shipment notices without buyer intervention.

Enterprise Management Software (EMS) for Portal
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Enterprise Management Software (EMS)  
for Mobile Applications

“The clean interface and ease-of-use of S2K Mobile gives our sales teams better visibility into product  
   availability and pricing, allowing them to make quick and well-informed decisions.”

      — Doug Trisnar, IT Manager, Joshen Paper & Packaging, Cleveland, OH

The S2K suite of mobile applications provides both connected 
and disconnected transaction processing capabilities with file 
synchronization directly with S2K Enterprise.

S2K Applications Include:

• Order Entry App
• Proof of Delivery App
• Route Sales (DSD) App

Order Entry App
Order Entry app is integrated with S2K enterprise, and has the ability to 
run both connected and disconnect from Internet. Data is synchronized 
between the app and the ERP system whenever internet is available. 
When you are constantly connected, you have the same benefits of a 
real-time system.

Key Features 
• Works offline as well as online
• Works with all S2K release versions
• No additional hardware needed
• Minimal cellular data usage
• Fast type-ahead filter for products and accounts
• Scan barcodes using device camera
• Connectivity to Bluetooth devices such as barcode scanner,   
  printer and credit card reader
• Signature capture on the device and store as image file
• Credit card payments
• Open A/R cash receipt payments
• Simple, fast and easy to use
• Image caching
• Print order confirmation receipt

 

Proof of Delivery App
Proof of Delivery app eliminates any kind of paper processing and 
manual entry, as it automates the whole process in between the time 
your delivery truck leaves your warehouse and returns.

Key Features
• Works offline as well as online
• Works with all S2K release versions
• No additional hardware needed
• Load deliveries by route and driver
• Geo location
• Google navigation
• Signature capture on the device
• Collect payment
• Print delivery receipt

Route Sales (DSD) App
This app allows the driver to track and load inventory on the truck, build 
customer orders on the fly from truck inventory, and print a customer 
receipt. You can create DSD routes and assign them to customers and 
drivers to build a schedule.

Key Features
• Works offline as well as online
• Works with all S2K release versions
• No additional Hardware needed
• Load deliveries by route and driver
• Geo location
• Google navigation
• Signature capture   
 on the device
• Collect payment
• Print delivery  
 receipt
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In the information age, information is power. Companies that leverage, exploit and maximize 
their information assets have a strategic advantage over their competitors. S2K Analytics is 
a comprehensive Business Intelligence tool that can help you improve service, gain a clear 
picture of revenue and profitability, control costs and better manage extended and complex 
supply chains. This easy-to-use yet powerful tool connects your staff with S2K Enterprise 
information so they can make better decisions. 

With S2K Analytics you can create powerful dashboards and reports that will allow you 
to easily identify anomalies that could turn into significant business issues, identify and 
analyze opportunities and trends, communicate goals consistently with employees and 
monitor performance against targets. Access to accurate information has never been more 
vital to grow revenue, protect margins, and improve profitability. Whether your business 
is distribution, manufacturing, retail or service, S2K Analytics gives everyone in your value 
chain the answers they need to excel in a highly volatile environment.

S2K Analytics pre-configured dashboards help you gain immediate visibility into sales, 
monitor revenue and make sure targets are hit. S2K Analytics helps you see the big picture 
and monitor performance at the company or location level. S2K Analytics gives professional 
report authors the ability to drill down for in-depth information. Enterprise-wide 
comprehensive reports and query tools make creating custom reports on-the-fly as easy as 
drag-and-drop. In addition, users can integrate secure data with Microsoft Excel to create 
easy-to-use, easy-to-understand custom spread sheets.

S2K Analytics  
Benefits: 
• Set targets, see results, and understand  
 what drives the numbers

• Identify trends that may be benefits  
 or threats

• Take action with a common context for  
 decision-making across every  
 department

• Identify and analyze opportunities  
 and trends

Key features

Simple, intuitive, drag-and-drop authoring capabilities that are easily accessible from a 
web browser for self-service reporting by any user, from novice to expert.

A common metadata model that presents information to users in business terms that 
they understand, so they can be productive right away.

Access to all corporate data in any combination, including relational, analytical OLAP or 
even desktop files for comprehensive, accurate reporting.

Broad report coverage to meet the needs of different users, including financial, 
production, operational, transactional, managed or ad hoc reports.

Flexible report delivery that includes the ability to write once and immediately publish 
reports to the web, PDF files, Excel spreadsheets, email messages and the Cognos 
Express web portal.

Interactive dashboards that can be shared company-wide to support collaborative 
decision making.

The ability to easily maintain and update a report throughout its life cycle using a 
common, shared interface that can be accessed by all business users.

Enterprise Management Software (EMS) for Analytics

www.ucgtechnologies.com
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“S2K Analytics has given us greater insight into key drivers of the company. With a simple interface, our 
  users can now build their own reports very easily. Another great feature.”

                         — Frank Valley, CFO, Berk Enterprises Inc., Warren, OH

Enterprise Management Software (EMS) for Analytics (Continued)

www.ucgtechnologies.com
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Enterprise Management Software (EMS) for  
Sales Force Automation

Sales Force Automation (SFA) streamlines all phases of the sales process, minimizing the time that sales representatives need to spend on each 
phase, allowing sales representatives to pursue more clients in a shorter amount of time than would otherwise be possible. At the heart of S2K Sales 
Force is a contact management system that tracks and records every stage in the sales process for each prospective client, from initial contact to final 
disposition. From the main contact screen your sales team can review current leads, convert leads to prospects, and prospects to customers. Your 
sales representatives can manage contacts and track all interactions with existing accounts and opportunities. Users can log a call, create to-dos, 
schedule events and add notes. Events can be posted to their calendar and open to-do lists will keep sales representatives up to date 
on all upcoming activities. Activities get posted to history so that users can easily review all of their interactions 
with an account.

S2K Sales Force is much more than contact 
management; it is completely integrated with S2K 
Enterprise, giving your sales team real-time access 
to customer and product information anytime, 
anywhere they need it. Your sales team has the 
ability to search the product catalog, check price 
and availability, see related products, new products, 
and current promotions. They can enter and track 
quotes, customer orders, and review a customer’s 
order status. Sales analytics screens give your sales 
representatives insight on customer behavior and 
allow them to react quickly to customer issues and 
opportunities. This application will empower your 
sales team to drive new business and make the 
most of their sales calls.

15
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Streamlines all phases of  
the sales process

• • • • • •
Pursue more clients in a 
shorter amount of time

• • • • • •
Track and record every stage  

of the sales process
• • • • • •

 Get real-time access 
to  customer and product  

information anytime, anywhere

Enterprise Management Software (EMS) for Sales Force Automation (Continued)

Learn more at ucgtechnologies.com
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Enterprise Management Software (EMS) Integrator
 S2K Integrator includes the entire infrastructure you need to integrate your business, 
including an integration broker, application server, repository database, and dashboard 
server. All components are pre-integrated, and install in just minutes. S2K Integrator runs 
on your choice of Windows, Linux, or IBM i platforms, and the integration applications you 
create are also platform-independent. So your integration investments are protected if 
you decide to move from one platform to another. 

S2K Integrator is platform-independent business integration middleware that tackles a 
wide variety of business integration requirements, without coding. It supports Business-
to-Business, Application, Data, and Cloud integration, with one investment in middleware, 
tools, and skills.

S2K Integrator is designed to replace conventional EDI translators, mapping tools, XML 
integrators, data integration tools, and web services toolkits. It integrates seamlessly 
with your existing applications, data, and business processes. You can use S2K Integrator 
to create simple, point-to-point connections that automate parts of larger processes, 
or to implement longer, more complex integration applications that integrate in-house 
application software, trading partners, Cloud applications and services, and business data 
resources, in any combination.

S2K Integrator supports “lights-out” automation across the four main categories of 
business integration.

Lights-Out  
Automation 
Business-to-Business Integration:
Integration between trading partners,
business applications, and enterprise
data, based on EDI transactions, XML
documents, flat files, or spreadsheets

Application and Services Integration:
Non-invasive integration with applications
and application-exposed services, in
support of business process automation

Data Integration:
Extraction, transformation, and publication
of business data to business intelligence
applications, trading partners, and
applications

Cloud Integration:
Integration of Software-as-a-Service (SaaS)
applications and external Web Services
with other applications and data

Learn more at ucgtechnologies.com
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UCG Technologies is proud to represent IBM and VAI products and services in addition to those of 
other strategic partners. Below is a select list of those partnerships. For more information, visit 
ucgtechnologies.com.

Information Technology  
IBM strives to lead in the creation, development, and manufacturing of the industry’s most advanced information technologies, including computer 
systems, software, networking systems, storage devices, and microelectronics. They translate these advanced technologies into value for our 
customers through our professional solutions and services businesses worldwide.

Forms / Labels Design  
CYBRA Corporation is the developer of award-winning MarkMagic Bar Code Labels, RFID Tags, and Electronic Forms software and the innovative 
EdgeMagic Integrated RFID Control. MarkMagic customers design and print bar code labels, RFID tags, laser forms, and other media, using live data, 
with little or no programming. S2K contains a complete library of fully integrated MarkMagic thermal labels and plain paper laser forms.

EDI 
With EXTOL EDI you can meet industry and governmental regulations, process high volumes of EDI data in minimal time, streamline inbound/
outbound EDI processing and shorten order-to-payment cycles. You can also standardize interpretation of data and reduce errors through improved 
error detection, while improving trading partner relationships and reducing operational costs.

Query, Reporting, and Analytics Solutions 
NGS provides EMS customers with a comprehensive query, reporting, and analytics solution featuring Web presentation and Windows desktop 
design tools, built for the IBM i and DB2. The NGS solutions for EMS include real-time and historical sales, inventory, customer, and financial 
reporting templates you can use as delivered or customize to your environment.

Payment Processing 
VeriFone Systems, Inc. is the global leader in secure electronic payment solutions. VeriFone’s PAYware software solutions enable businesses of all 
types and sizes to quickly and securely process electronic payments including credit, debit, loyalty/stored value gift, purchasing cards (levels II and 
III), checks, EBT and more.

Enhance your 
enterprise with 
integrated solutions 
from our technology 
partners

Enterprise Management Software (EMS) Strategic Partners

Learn more at ucgtechnologies.com
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Secure Electronic Payment Solutions  
VeriFone Systems, Inc. is the global leader in secure electronic payment solutions. VeriFone provides expertise, solutions and services that add value 
to the point of sale with merchant-operated, consumer-facing and self-service payment systems for the financial, retail, hospitality, petroleum, 
government and healthcare vertical markets. Solutions are designed to meet the needs of merchants, processors and acquirers in developed and 
emerging economies worldwide. Enables businesses of all types and sizes to quickly and securely process electronic payments including credit, 
debit, loyalty/stored value gift, purchasing cards, checks, EBT and more.

Fleet Management 
Roadnet Technologies provides innovative fleet management solutions for distribution and service companies with private fleets and mobile 
resources. Roadnet Technologies enables superior operational success by placing valued information into the hands of forward thinking fleet 
and mobile resource managers around the world. Offers optimized route planning and scheduling, real-time wireless dispatch and GPS, strategic 
territory planning, vehicle telematics, web-based reporting and more.

Payroll, Human Resources (HR), and Time & Attendance  
Optimum’s industry-leading HRIS system offers payroll processing and employee information management, as well as training and benefits 
administration – all at an affordable price. Powerful reporting tools found in Optimum Solutions’ products help companies comply with Federal and 
State laws and plan strategically for their organizations. 

Warehouse Design Services  
S2K Warehouse Design Services offer a full line of material warehouse design services and a full line of material handling and storage equipment 
to provide customers with turnkey solutions from a single source. Services include defining operational requirements, facilities layout, space and 
labor efficient equipment, installation, start-up and debugging. We reconfigure and relocate existing warehouses and plan new warehouse and 
manufacturing facilities. Space efficient solutions to optimize warehouse / distribution centers include: mezzanines, high density racks, movable 
storage systems, carousels, pick modules, motorized, intelligent conveyor systems, material lifts, modular offices, layouts and more.

Route Management System  
Numeric Computer Systems, Inc. (NCS) is a leading global provider of Order to Cash (OTC) and Mobile Sales Solutions to the Direct Store Delivery 
(DSD) market. The flagship enterprise Route Management System (eRMS) product employs the latest Web technology to provide a completely 
scalable, rich Route Accounting and Settlement solution integrated to the EMS Software and manages both LAN and WAN wireless communications 
to the mobile clients used by the sales workforce.

Transportation and Logistics  
Agile Network is an organization of experienced transportation and logistics solution experts providing best-in-class transportation management 
solutions to over 1,000 clients throughout North America and beyond. Agile Network’s multi-carrier, multi-location shipping solutions automate 
the entire shipping process from rating and routing through optimization, execution, labeling and document generation and tendering to the carrier. 
Network seamlessly delivers transportation management content directly within the S2K application. This allows UCG customers to leverage Agile’s 
best practices methodology to transportation management, bringing visibility and control to your transportation process and spending.

Secure Electronic Payment Solutions 
VeriFone Systems, Inc. is the global leader in secure electronic payment solutions. VeriFone provides expertise, solutions and services that add value 
to the point of sale with merchant-operated, consumer-facing and self-service payment systems for the financial, retail, hospitality, petroleum, 
government and healthcare vertical markets. Solutions are designed to meet the needs of merchants, processors and acquirers in developed and 
emerging economies worldwide. Enables businesses of all types and sizes to quickly and securely process electronic payments including credit, 
debit, loyalty/stored value gift, purchasing cards, checks, EBT and more.

Enterprise Management Software (EMS) Strategic Partners (Continued)
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Founded in 1987, UCG Technologies is an IBM Advanced Business Partner. UCG’s products and solutions provide the power and 
unsurpassed value that companies need to address key industry requirements and deliver bottom-line results. Our long-term partnerships 
with technology leaders such as IBM, can help you develop a resilient technology infrastructure that provides a security-rich, agile, 
available, and recoverable environment for your business. One that gives you the flexibility to adjust to changing pressures, demands, and 
expectations. All supported by a comprehensive set of services, reflecting years of industry knowledge and experience. At UCG, we bring 
together the best of IBM—and our strategic partner, VAI—to effect change and optimize business performance, ultimately delivering an 
exceptional customer service experience.
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